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Dangerous Visions
Ratboys

tabbed completely by ear, i ve never seen them play this live,
so this is my best guess. contact me on discord (OliviaPi#3165)
for suggestions or corrections!

also, it should be stated that these are only julias parts.
dave s parts could probably be figured out quite easily,
if you need them.

CAPO 4
Dm/F:   1300--
F:      1332--
F6:     1302--
F6sus4: 1303--
Fmaj7:  1322-- or 1320--

Bb5:    -133--
F5:     133---
G5:     355---

main riff goes like this:
  F6                F6sus4            F        Fmaj7    Dm/F
e|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
B|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
G|-2-------2-----3-|---------3-------|-----------------|-----------------|
D|---0-------0-----|---0-------0-----|-3-----3p2-----2-|-------0-0-------|
A|-----3-----------|-----3-------3---|---3-------3-----|---3-3-----3-3---|
E|-1-----1-----1---|-1-----1-------1-|-----1-------1---|-1-----1-------1-|

[Vamp] (4/4)

F6 F6sus4 F Fmaj7 F6  x20

[Verse 1] (4/4)
   F6                         F6sus4
   several homies down by the water
        F          Fmaj7   Dm/F
   we cracked our skulls against the dull lake stones
F6          F6sus4               F        Fmaj7   Dm/F
   swimming swiftly out without inner tubes
   F6                      F6sus4
   every single day we get farther
    F        Fmaj7   Dm/F
   away from scary ditches in our face
F6                     F6sus4              F   Fmaj7  Dm/F
   but the day the saw through me i was a wreck

[Chorus] (6/4)



  G5     Bb5        F5
  i had everything, i had
  G5     Bb5        F5
  i had everything, i had
  G5 Bb5    F5
  i, i have nothing
  G5     Bb5
  i had everything

[Vamp] (4/4)

F6 F6sus4 F Fmaj7 F6  x2

[Verse 2] (4/4)
   F6
   write another postcard
          F6sus4                  F   Fmaj7  Dm/F
   it ll probably end up on her wall
    F6                   F6sus4           F  Fmaj7  Dm/F
   following you down the high school hall
 F6      F6sus4                       F  Fmaj7  Dm/F
   crying hard out in the winter wind
    F6                F6sus4          F Fmaj7 Dm/F
   bones of a lunar eclipse mess will rot again

[Chorus] (6/4)
  G5     Bb5        F5
  i had everything, i had
  G5     Bb5        F5
  i had everything, i had
  G5 Bb5    F5
  i, i have nothing
  G5     Bb5        F5
  i had everything, i had
  G5     Bb5        F5
  i had everything, i had
  G5     Bb5        F5
  i had everything, i had
  G5 Bb5    F5
  i, i have nothing
  G5     Bb5
  i had everything

[Vamp] (4/4)

F6 F6sus4 F Fmaj7 F6  x8 (fade into static)

************************************

| b  Bend
| p  Pull-off



 

************************************


